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ABSTRACT

In order to improve the reliability of power supply, the sophisticated design of the structure of electric cable
network has become an important issue for modern urban distribution networks. In this paper, an electric cable
path planning model based on heuristic optimization algorithm considering mixed-land scenario is proposed.
Firstly, based on different land samples, the kernel density estimation (KDE) and the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) are used to estimate the construction cost of each unit grid, in order to construct the objective function of
comprehensive investment for electric cable loop network. Then, the ant colony optimization (ACO) was improved
in pheromone concentration, factor increment and search direction to accelerate the solving speed, and the cable
path planning result with minimum construction cost is obtained. Finally, the feeder’s tie line of the cable loop
network is planned by the genetic algorithm (GA) to achieve the minimum operating cost. In the case analysis,
compared with the traditional method, not only the subjective factors in the process of investment estimation can
be avoided, but also the speed of model solving and the quality of the optimal solution are improved.
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1 Introduction

Due to the advantages of low maintenance cost, higher reliability of power supply and burying
underground to beautify the city, the cable loop network has become the main objective of urban
distribution network planning and reconstruction [1]. At the same time, factors such as corridor
construction, power balance, load distribution, and connection mode need to be considered in the
planning process [2–4]. Obviously, the cable loop path planning of a distribution network is a complex
optimization problem with multi-objective, nonlinear and uncertain characteristics [5]. Although
mathematical optimization algorithms theoretically guarantee the optimal solution, with the model’s
increased variables and constraints increase, the path planning problem becomes more complex,
making it difficult to search for the optimal solution in the feasible region. Therefore, it is necessary
to explore a more efficient and intelligent solution method.

The commonly used solving algorithms for path-planning problems include mathematical opti-
mization and heuristic intelligent algorithms [6]. With the improvement of computing resources and
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capability, heuristic intelligent algorithms, such as tabu search (TS) [7], simulated annealing (SA),
particle swarm(PS), ant colony optimization(ACO) [8], and genetic algorithm(GA) [9], have become
a better choice for distribution network path planning problems.

At present, a lot of research is committed to enhancing search speed and efficiency by improving
or combining the original heuristic algorithm, in order to obtain better optimization results in a short
time. To solve the problem of falling into local optima and slow convergence speed when existing
algorithms are applied to the 3D design of cable laying, an artificial bee colony algorithm is proposed
to be applied to the 3D design of cable laying in [10]. The adaptive probability of optional nodes
matches their degree of adaptation during peak employment and observation bee search, improving
the optimal search speed of the algorithm. In [11], a path-planning algorithm combining GA and
ACO was proposed. GA was added to each generation of the ACO, which accelerated the convergence
speed. And through selection, crossover and mutation operations, the ability of ACO to avoid falling
into local optimum is improved. These researches have broadened the thinking of solving the problem,
indicating that heuristic algorithms can be considered in solving the cable path planning problem. It
should be noted that these methods are only applicable to special cases, and the original algorithm
needs to be improved according to the actual situation.

With the improvement of geographic information platforms, the path planning of distribution
network is developing toward refinement, and many articles have established a grid-based dis-
tribution network path planning model. Aiming at the transmission line selection problem with
the characteristics of multi-source information, multi-objective and multi-constraint conditions, an
intelligent transmission line selection algorithm combining multi-source geographic information and
an improved genetic algorithm is proposed in [12] by considering the constraints of path length,
geographic comprehensive cost, path continuity and obstacle avoidance. The proposed transmission
line routing scheme can not only shorten the total length of the line, but also effectively reduce the
comprehensive geographical cost of the route. In [13], the authors improved the ACO, and designed
and simulated the power line erection scheme in Tibet with the help of the big data processing of
geographic information. Compared with traditional simulation methods, the convergence speed of the
algorithm is greatly improved. The planning results of these methods are more refined, which benefits
from the grid processing method of the land parcel. It can be found that the smaller the divided grid,
the more accurate the planning path results will be. At the same time, it is necessary to consider the
problem of computation, and control the number of grids within a certain range to ensure that the
model operation results can be obtained in a short time.

In short, for the distribution network path planning problem, the research mainly focuses on
two aspects, planning scenarios and solving algorithms. Some researchers tend to consider more
comprehensively and establish a more realistic investment model, while others are committed to
improving the algorithm to speed up the operation and get better solutions.

2 Literature Review

Authors in [14] proposed a techno-economic optimization tool, which incorporates the key
features such as the representative maintenance cost of cables and equipment into the mathematical
model, analyzes the impact of the historical performance of electrical projects on investment decisions,
in order to enhance the investment decision-making process, minimize the subsequent costs of network
restructuring, and make power system expansion decisions in a more economical and effective way. In
[15], a path optimization method based on improved ACO and a method based on greedy clustering to
select the inspection stop point are proposed. The model considers the mutual restriction between the
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optimal path and the optimal temperature measurement stop point, and establishes a path planning
model with the goal of minimizing time consumption. The optimal inspection path and inspection stop
point sequence of the robot is obtained through the ACO iterations. The planning results are used
for robot substation patrol inspection. In [16], aiming at the refinement requirements of unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) PV inspection path planning, authors analyzed the shortcomings of the previous
overlay algorithm path planning, and an adaptive method is proposed from the vertical and horizontal
dimensions. For the inspection orders problem between different zones, GA is used to solve this variant
of the traveling salesman problem. In [17], a new hybrid meta-heuristic method was proposed to
solve the path planning problem of UAVs at multiple stations in power inspection. The algorithm
adds a variable neighborhood descent to subordinate strategy under the framework of adaptive large
neighborhood search, strengthens the neighborhood searchability, and increases the possibility of
finding a better solution. It is verified with other meta-heuristic algorithms that the algorithm in this
paper can effectively reduce the number and time cost of UAVs used in inspection. In [18], by analyzing
the constraints of the observation window, the road network, and the time consumption of the attitude
adjustment of the head, taking the total time of the robot to complete the inspection task as the cost,
the robot path planning model was established for meter reading-oriented, and an ACO algorithm
based on pheromone utilization was proposed to solve the inspection path and the parking scheme of
the robot. The simulation results show that the inspection path obtained by the method in this paper
is 66% less than the initial time cost, which verifies the effectiveness of the model and the feasibility
of the algorithm. In [19], the antibody gene parameters were introduced, an improved immune ACO
was proposed, and the optimal path selection model is established by combining the fuzzy neural
network. The three-dimensional results of the calculation of the optimal path are displayed by using
the substation electric field distribution map and the electric field simulation results of the electric
equipment and patrol robot. The case analysis results show that the path selection model established
in this paper can effectively calculate the optimal safe inspection path of the inspection robot, and has
fewer iteration times than the traditional intelligent algorithm.

The above literature review shows that heuristic algorithms have several advantages over other
algorithms in solving path-planning problems. Firstly, the heuristic algorithm does not require the
objective function to have continuous differentiable conditions, and does not need to calculate the
gradient function. Its random search features help to obtain a higher global optimal probability.
Secondly, with the improvement of computer resources, the problem-solving speed of the heuristic
algorithm has been greatly improved. Thirdly, for path planning problems, heuristic algorithms have
many options, such as particle swarm optimization, ant optimization, fish swarm, bee swarm, etc.
These heuristic algorithms are easy to understand, mature in theory, widely used, and can achieve
better planning results after improvement according to actual needs. In particular, ACO and GA are
insensitive to the complexity of the problem and have strong global search ability, which is suitable for
solving the path planning problems in this paper.

In [20–23], ACO is used to solve typical path planning problems, such as searching the path of
mobile robots, reasonably planning the distribution path of cold chain transportation, determining
the effective route of public transport, and optimizing tourism routes. In [24,25], ACO minimizes
the cost of assigning personnel to the factory, and optimizes the energy management and control
of photovoltaic (PV), battery and supercapacitor (SC), which improves the overall efficiency of the
system. In [26–28], ACO has played an important role in the intelligent security detection system
based on the IoT and blockchain, the service function detection mechanism between multiple edge
computing servers, and the authentication of data on the Internet of vehicles. In [29,30], ACO plays
a key role in optimizing the allocation of communication resources in the design of appropriate and
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shortest routes in wireless sensor networks and the differentiated routing strategy of information center
networks. In [31–33], ACO can help to find the optimal parameters in solving the optimal parameter
set of electromagnetic problems, solving the benchmark electromagnetic problems, and finding high-
quality approximate solutions. In [34,35], the immune genetic algorithm was studied, and the genetic
algorithm is introduced to solve computer game problems. In [36], authors took the optimal solution
searched by the genetic algorithm as the initial pheromone value of the ant colony algorithm, and add
the crossover operation of the genetic algorithm to the ant colony algorithm to optimize the search
speed. In [37], the MINLP problem was transformed into a linear programming problem by using Chu-
Beasley genetic algorithm (CBGA), and the TNEP problem considering active power loss is solved.

In short, ACO and GA are popular with heuristic algorithms. Through the above research, it
can be concluded that ACO can reach the global minimum faster than GA because it avoids falling
into the local minimum. At the same time, due to the advantages of simple implementation and a
small number of parameters, it can have few control parameters and can save more debugging time
in the calculation process of the case. The most important thing is that the execution of different
tasks of the ACO can be completed by individuals at the same time, which has the characteristics of
parallelism, flexibility, robustness, scalability, and self-organization. Based on the above analysis, for
the path planning problem in the paper, the ACO is more suitable for the actual scene with many grid
plots. In the process of tie lines planning, the number of tie lines is far less than the number of grid
plots, which requires less computation. GA can have a faster convergence speed through the coding
of decision variables, and can also display the planning results more intuitively [38–40]. Therefore, the
GA method is adopted for the planning of the tie line.

Given that existing research has taken little account of differences in construction costs among
different types of land, this paper proposes a path planning method for cable loop network based on a
heuristic optimization algorithm in the mixed-land scenario. Firstly, the plots of the power supply unit
are rasterized with the help of GIS, and are divided into 6 different types according to the properties
of land uses, such as residential, commercial, industrial, green space, roads, and public, in order to
obtain the spatial distribution of different plots in the mixed-land scenario. Secondly, the kernel density
estimation (KDE) is carried out for different plot samples, respectively, and the typical value of the
construction cost is obtained, in order to quantify the unit grid cost by the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP). Then, the path planning model of the cable loop network is established, and the objective
function is to minimize the construction investment and operation cost, and the constraints are power
balance, safe operation and connectivity, etc. In addition, the transition probability function and
pheromone update formula of the ACO are improved by integrating the pheromone weight factor,
the search direction and the elite ant thought, which are used to solve the cable loop network planning
model in order to minimize the construction cost. And based on the path planning results, the GA is
used to plan the tie line, so that the operation cost is minimized. Finally, compared with the traditional
method the case analysis part, the objective quantification method of cable corridor construction cost
for different plots is realized, and the solving speed of the model and the quality of the optimal solution
are improved.

3 Rasterization Method of Mixed-Land Plots and Unit Construction Cost Analysis
3.1 Rasterization of Mixed-Land Plots for Power Supply Unit Based on GIS

With the development of Geographic information systems (GIS), distribution network path
planning methods begin to be associated with geographic information and spatial characteristics [41].
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At present, path planning methods based on GIS are mainly presented in the form of a vector or raster
grid, as shown in Fig. 1.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Two typical forms of path planning: (a) Vector method and (b) raster grid method

The vector method finds the optimal path between two nodes according to the topology structure
of the network, which is not computationally intensive and is easy to solve, but it is too dependent
on the actual constraints, and it is difficult to achieve refined planning results. Different from the
vector method of graph theory, the raster grid method builds a grid map, searches for adjacent grids
in sequence from the starting grid, and reaches the end grid after continuous optimization, and finally
forms a connected path. With the improvement of computing resources, as well as the advancement of
big data processing technology, distribution network path planning based on massive GIS raster data
becomes possible, and the fineness of path planning results can be improved by adjusting the pixel size.

Land use types can be divided into residential, commercial, industrial, green space, transportation,
public management and services, etc. For cable loop network path planning, it is necessary to build
corridors to lay cables. For land plots with different properties, the cost of corridor construction varies
significantly. Therefore, it is necessary to rasterize various land grids to achieve a refined effect. The
process is as follows:

• Determine the power supply area of the planned cable loop network and draw the geographical
boundary with GIS;

• Select a pixel small enough to distinguish between land plots of different properties, calculate
the number of rows and columns of raster grids in the power supply area, and establish a grid
matrix expressed as NR×C;

• Combined with the land property information in GIS, the land type of each grid is filled as
follows:

1. When the proportion of the effective land area in a single grid is greater than 1/2, it needs to
be filled; otherwise, no filling is required.

2. If a single grid contains multiple land types, the entire grid is covered by the object with the
largest proportion.

3.2 Quantification of Unit Raster Grid Construction Costs on Cable Paths
3.2.1 Cable Corridor Construction Cost Estimation Based on KDE

The non-parametric kernel density estimation (KDE) method does not use prior knowledge or
attach any assumptions to the data distribution [42]. Instead, it studies data distribution characteristics
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from the samples themselves. Therefore, it is suitable for estimating the corridor construction cost of
various types of land plots.

Assume that the number of a certain type of land plot in the power supply area is n, and the
corridor construction cost are x1, x2, . . . , xn. Then, the corresponding KDE model is as follows:

fh = 1
nh

n∑
i=1

K
(

x − xi

h

)
(1)

where n is the number of samples, x is the estimated value of corridor construction cost, fh is the
probability density function, h is the bandwidth, and K is the kernel function. In addition, his closely
related to the flatness of the function curve. The larger h is, the smaller proportion of sample data
points in the final curve shape, so the curve is flatter. Conversely, the KDE curve is steeper.

In order to ensure the continuity of the function fh, the kernel function K is generally a nonlinear
function with a single peak and is symmetrical about the y-axis. In summary, the K(x) satisfies the
following properties:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∫
K (x) dx = 1∫
x · K (x) dx = 0∫
x2 · K (x) dx = c > 0

(2)

The common kernel functions include the uniform function, Epanechikov function, Gaussian
function and Quartic function. In this paper, the Gaussian function is chosen, and when h is 0.5, fh

can be expressed as follows:

fh = 2
n

n∑
i=1

1√
2π

e−2(x−xi)
2

(3)

Combined with the change of the KDE curve, the x corresponding to the maximum value of fh

can be defined as the typical value xtp of the corridor construction cost for this type of land plot.

xtp = argmaxfh (x) (4)

The estimation methods for other types of plots are similar. Thus, the set of typical values of the
corridor construction cost for each land plot is obtained as

{
xtp|xtp,i, 0 < i ≤ m

}
, where m is the number

of land types.

3.2.2 Quantification of Unit Raster Grid Construction Costs Based on AHP and xtp

The set of typical values
{
xtp|xtp,i, 0 < i ≤ m

}
is used to construct the judgment matrix Am×m for

the unit raster grid, and the matrix elements are as follows:

aij = xtp,i/xtp,j (5)

Obviously, Am×m satisfies the following characteristics:{
aij = 1 i = j

aji = 1/aij i �= j
(6)
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Since the Am×m conforms to the consistency test, the AHP method can be directly applied to
calculate the weight ci of each type of unit raster grid, as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

bij = aij/
n∑

k=1

akj

ci =
n∑

j=1

bij

ci = ci/
n∑

j=1

cj

(7)

Combined with the number of raster grid samples N, the number of land types m, and the total
construction cost E, the estimated corridor construction cost Ci for the unit raster grid is as follows:

Ci = ci

mE
N

(8)

According to different land types, the above values are assigned to each raster grid of the power
supply area NR×C, and the unit corridor construction cost matrix CR×C is obtained.

4 Establishment of Path Model for Planning Medium Voltage Cable Loop Network
4.1 Typical Structure of Medium Voltage Cable Loop Network

The cable loop network is the trend of urban distribution network construction and renovation.
In order to improve the reliability of the power supply, the medium-voltage cable distribution network
mainly adopts single or double-loop network modes. At the same time, new distribution network
structures can be derived from the combination of single and double-loop networks. For example,
a “diamond” cable loop distribution network has just been applied in Shanghai [43], and the structure
is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: The structure of the “diamond” cable loop distribution network

The medium voltage “diamond” cable loop network can be divided into a backbone network and
a secondary network. In short, the backbone network takes the switch station as the core node, and
is powered by the substations on both sides to form a double-loop network. The secondary network
takes the loop sites as the core node to form a single or double-loop network by relying on the upper
switch stations. This structure can flexibly change the operation mode by adjusting the tie lines, and
has better load transfer and balance ability between power stations.
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4.2 The Objective Function of the Path Planning Model
For the cable loop network, the comprehensive cost of the path planning model mainly includes

the cost of construction investment and operation cost. The objective function is to minimize the
comprehensive cost, as follows:

min f = finv + fope (9)

where f is the annual comprehensive cost, finv is the annual construction investment of the cable loop
network, and fope is the annual operating cost.

4.2.1 The Annual Construction Cost

The annual construction investment finv includes the cost of cable materials and corridor construc-
tion, and the total costs should be amortized over the entire life cycle. The annual construction cost
finv is as follows:

finv =
n∑

i=1

k∑
j=2

[
αi · ri,(j−1,j) + (

Ci,j−1 + Ci,j

)
/2

] · r0 (1 + r0)
s

(1 + r0)
s − 1

(10)

where n is the number of feeders in the cable loop network, i is the ordinal number of the feeder, k is
the raster grid number of the feeder path, αi is the cost per unit length for the cable material, ri,(j−1,j) is
the distance between two adjacent raster grids of the feeder, Ci,j−1 and Ci,j are the corridor construction
costs of two corresponding grids, r0 is the return rate on investment, and s is the economic service life
of the cable loop network.

For the distance between two adjacent raster grids, ri,(j−1,j) can be obtained as follows:

ri,(j−1,j) =
√(

xi,j − xi,j−1

)2 + (
yi,j − yi,j−1

)2
(11)

where xi,j and yi,j are the position coordinates of the jth raster grid on the path of the ith feeder.

Since the raster grids on the route are adjacent to each other, each step has 8 search directions in
the process of cable path planning, as shown in Fig. 3.
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3
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5
6 7

8

Figure 3: The search direction of the raster grid in the process of path planning

If d is the side length of the raster grid, then ri,(j−1,j) can be expressed as:

ri,(j−1,j) =
{

d When the direction is 2, 4, 6 or 8.
√

2d When the direction is 1, 3, 5 or 7.
(12)
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4.2.2 The Annual Operating Cost fope

The annual operating cost fope includes two parts: network operation loss and maintenance cost.
Since the maintenance cost of the cable loop network is much less than the construction cost, the
impact on the model is extremely limited. So, only the network operation loss is considered in this
paper, as follows:

fope = λτmax

n∑
i=1

pi
2 + qi

2

ui
2

ρiLi (13)

Li =
k∑

j=2

ri,(j−1,j) (14)

where λ is the comprehensive electricity price, τmax is the maximum utilization hours per year, pi and qi

are the active and reactive power of the ith feeder branch, ui is the terminal voltage, ρi is the resistance
value of the cable per unit length, and Li is the total length of the ith feeder branch.

4.3 Constraints of Path Planning Model for Cable Loop Networks
For the cable loop network where the locations of power stations and switch stations in the

distribution network have been limited, the path planning is mainly determined by the following
constraints:

4.3.1 Power Balance⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∑
Pi = Ui

∑
j∈Ψ

Uj

(
Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij

)
∑

Qi = Ui

∑
j∈Ψ

Uj

(
Gij sin θij − Bij cos θij

) (15)

where Pi and Qi are the active and reactive power of the node i, Ui is the node voltage, Gij and Bij are
the elements in the admittance matrix corresponding to the cable loop network, and θij is the phase
difference between node i and node j.

4.3.2 Safety of Operation{
Sl,min ≤ Sl ≤ Sl,max

Ui,min ≤ Ui ≤ Ui,max

(16)

The safety operation constraints include power flow and node voltage limits, where Sl, Sl,max and
Sl,min are the feeder power flow and its upper and lower value, and Ui, Ui,max and Ui,min are the node
voltage and its upper and lower value.

4.3.3 Path Search Direction

There is a constraint on the search direction between adjacent raster grids in the path of the cable
loop network, which requires that the same raster grid cannot be selected repeatedly in the next steps.
Combined with Fig. 3, the constraint of search direction Di,j,k can be obtained:{

Di,j,1 �= Di,j−1,5, Di,j,3 �= Di,j−1,7

Di,j,2 �= Di,j−1,6, Di,j,4 �= Di,j−1,8

(17)
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where when the search direction of the ith feeder and its jth grid is marked as k, denote Di,j,k = 1,
otherwise Di,j,k = 0.

4.3.4 Number of Feeders

The constraint on the number of feeders means that each substation and switch station node must
be connected by feeders, and the number of feeders for each node needs to meet the capacity.⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

nK,m = 2, single ring network

nK,m = 4, double ring network

1 ≤ nP,n ≤ npow,lim

(18)

where nK,m is the number of feeders for the mth switch station, np,n is the number of feeders for the nth

substation, and npow,lim is the limit on the number of feeders that meets the requirements.

4.3.5 Connectivity of Raster Grid

Assuming that the raster grid set of the cable path lij between stations i and j is
{
eij

}
, and the raster

grid set of the typical taboo area is
∏

, such as lakes and mountains. There is no intersection between{
eij

}
and

∏
, and the relationship is as follows:{

eij

} ∩
∏

= ∅ (19)

4.3.6 Radius of Power Supply

Even if the construction cost of some raster grids is lower, the total length of the feeder branch
which is formed by the raster grid is not allowed to exceed the power supply radius.

0 < Li ≤ Lmax (20)

where Lmax is the maximum length value corresponding to the power supply radius of the feeder branch.

5 Solution of Path Planning Model Based on Heuristic Optimization Algorithm
5.1 The Path Planning Process of the Cable Loop Network

The cable loop network path planning for medium voltage distribution network has the charac-
teristics of complex constraints, multi-objective, nonlinear, and belongs to mixed integer nonlinear
programming problems. The process is shown in Fig. 4.

After determining the locations of substations and switching stations, the ACO is selected as the
path-planning method of the cable loop network to connect the raster grids between stations, and the
planning result determines the annual construction cost finv.

Under the condition of minimizing the construction cost of the cable loop network and following
the idea of “closed-loop design and open-loop operation”, the GA is used to plan the tie lines of the
feeder, so that the operating cost fope is minimized, and the minimum comprehensive investment f is
finally guaranteed.
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Figure 4: The path planning process of the cable loop network

5.2 Cable Loop Network Path Planning Based on Improved ACO
5.2.1 Characteristics of ACO

The Italian scholar Dorigo M. proposed ant colony optimization (ACO) in the 1990s, and it
was successfully applied to solve the traveling salesman problem (TSP) [44]. The algorithm simulates
the foraging behavior of ants to solve the optimization problem, which mainly includes two stages:
calculating the probability of path selection and updating the path pheromone. The probability of
path selection between nodes i and j is as follows:

pij (t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

τij
α (t) · ηij

β (t)∑
τik

α (t) · ηik
β (t)

j ∈ Ak (t)

0 j /∈ Ak (t)

(21)

where t is the iteration order, Ak is the set of nodes to be selected by the ant k, τij is the pheromone
concentration corresponding to the path Lij, and ηij is the heuristic function, which is often taken as
1/Lij. In addition, α and β are the weighting factors of pheromone concentration and the weighting
factors of heuristic function. The former indicates the degree to which the amount of information left
on each node is valued, and the latter indicates the degree to which the heuristic information is valued.

The pheromone concentration on the path Lij is updated according to the following equation:

τij (t + 1) = (1 − ρ) · τij (t) +
m∑

k=1


τij
k (22)

where ρ is the pheromone evaporation rate, 
τij
k is the pheromone increment of ant k on the path Lij

in every iteration process, and m is the number of ants.

Therefore, ACO is essentially a heuristic self-organization algorithm with parallel computation
and a positive feedback mechanism. However, similar to other heuristic algorithms, there is a
contradiction between the quality of the model solution and the speed of convergence. Generally, the
larger the population, the easier it is to get the global optimum, and the longer the searching time is.
Therefore, the ACO needs to be improved according to the actual situation.
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5.2.2 Improved ACO Integrating Multiple Strategies

In order to improve the path planning efficiency of the cable loop network, an improved ACO
is proposed which integrates the dynamic pheromone weight factor, the search direction guide factor
and the elite ant thought. The improved algorithm mainly improves the state transition probability
Eq. (21) and the pheromone update Eq. (22).

• Dynamic pheromone weighting factor λ

The original ACO uses a fixed value α as the pheromone weighting factor. Considering the
phenomenon that the results differ greatly at the beginning of iteration but tend to be consistent at the
later stage, a larger fault-tolerant space can be used to improve the convergence speed of the algorithm
at the early stage and avoid rapid local convergence in the subsequent process. The dynamic pheromone
weight factor λ is used to modify α as follows:

λ (t) = α
(
1 + e−εt

)
(23)

where ε is a real number and satisfies ε ∈ (0, 1). Compared with α, the initial value of λ is larger and
the convergence speed is faster. With the increase in iteration times, the λ becomes smaller, which
makes the convergence gradually slow down. Therefore, the improvement is more suitable for the
actual requirements of the convergence speed.

• Search direction factor μ

In the process of ant optimization, the search direction has a great influence on the convergence
speed and complexity of the algorithm. The search direction specification can greatly improve the
iteration speed and the quality of feasible solutions.

Assume that the coordinate of the ith raster grid through which the feeder line passes is (xi, yi), the
coordinate of the next raster grid to be linked is

(
xj, yj

)
, and the coordinate of the destination power

station is (Cx ,Cy), the search direction factor μij can be defined as follows:

μij = (
1 − cos θij

)
/2 (24)

cos θij =
(
xi − xj

) (
Cx − xj

) + (
yi − yj

) (
Cy − yj

)
√(

xi − xj

)2 + (
yi − yj

)2 ·
√(

Cx − xj

)2 + (
Cy − yj

)2
(25)

where θij is the radian of � ABC. The range of θij is [0,π ], the value of μij is [0,1], and their relationship
is as follows:

According to Fig. 5, the closer θij is to π , the bigger μij is to be 1, indicating that the next search
direction of the ant tends to a more ideal direction, and the convergence effect of the algorithm is
better.

• Pheromone update strategy based on elite ants 
τ k
best

The pheromone on each path of the original ACO tends to be consistent in the later period of
iteration, which leads to slowing down the optimization speed and even falling into a local optimum.
In the iterative process of improving ACO, the elite ants in the current iteration are used to add more
pheromones to the optimal path, and reduce fewer pheromones to the non-optimal path, so as to
improve the guidance effect of the ants in the next iteration [45].
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Figure 5: The Relationship between μij and θij

In the tth iteration, the pheromone increments 
τ k
best of elite ants k can be expressed as:


τbest (t) =
{

Q · [
Lk

−1
(t) − Llow

−1
(t)

]
Lk is optimal path

Q · [
Lave

−1
(t) − Lk

−1
(t)

]
Lk is non-optimal path

(26)

where Q is the initial pheromone concentration, Lk is the path length of ant k, Llow is the path length
of the worst ant, and Lave is the average path length of ants.

Compared with the original ACO, the improved algorithm based on the idea of the elite ants pays
more attention to the ants on the optimal path, forming a stronger positive feedback mechanism,
which accelerates the convergence speed in the middle and late stages.

Combining the above strategies, the path selection probability function of the improved ACO and
the pheromone concentration update equation are obtained as follows:

pij (t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

τij
λ (t) · ηij

β (t) · μ
γ

ij (t)∑
τik

λ (t) · ηik
β (t) · μ

γ

ij (t)
j ∈ Ak (t)

0 j /∈ Ak (t)

(27)

τij (t + 1) = (1 − ρ) · τij (t) +
m∑

k=1


τij
k + 
τbest (t) (28)

where γ is the weight of the search direction factor μ, with a value range of (0,1), and 
τ k
best is the

pheromone increment of the elite ants.

5.3 The Tie Line Planning of Cable Loop Network Based on GA
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a computational model that simulates the process of natural selection

and biological evolution [46]. The algorithm adaptive searches the solution space through operations
such as parameter encoding, population evolution, and genetic variation. In addition, it has a strong
global search capability, which is suitable for the planning of tie lines in the cable loop network.

Therefore, based on the path planning results of the improved ACO and the “hand-in-hand”
contact rules, the tie lines can be coded and processed by constructing a contact matrix between nodes.
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Taking the minimum operation and maintenance cost as the fitness function objective, the optimal
contact scheme is obtained after a genetic operation. The main steps are as follows:

• Combined with the cable loop network path, screen out the appropriate inter-station tie lines
for each loop, and determine the corresponding switch station location.

• It is stipulated that each loop has only one tie line, and the GA is used to randomly generate the
tie line traversal sequence. After the formation of multiple chromosomes, the initial population
is constructed to form a set of alternative solutions.

• Open-loop operation is performed according to the selected tie line position, and the fitness
function is calculated according to the different contact point configuration schemes of each
chromosome and operation cost fope.

• Whether the termination condition for iteration is reached. If so, record the optimal planning tie
lines. Otherwise, perform genetic operations on each chromosome to obtain the next generation
population, and return to the previous step until the iteration converges.

6 Case Analysis

The case analysis takes a power supply unit in Shanghai Pudong New Area as the object. In the
whole life cycle of the planned cable loop network, the unit includes 3,110 kV substations, 2 35 kV
substations, 17 original 10 kV switch stations, and 6 backup 10 kV switch stations (GCD1∼GCD6).
In addition, the related data are got from project engineering materials and municipal planning
information, and sufficient land samples are obtained for statistics.

6.1 Estimation of Corridor Construction Cost of Raster Grid for Power Supply Unit
According to the data samples of land plots in the power supply unit, such as green space, traffic,

residential, public, commercial, and industry, the probability density distribution of the corridor
construction cost of 6 types of raster grids is estimated based on KDE. When the bandwidth coefficient
h is equal to 2, the probability density distribution of the corridor construction cost is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Probability density distribution of corridor construction costs for different land plots
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It can be seen from the figure that the probability density distribution curves of the above 6 types
of land plots have the characteristics of “wave and peak”, and the peak corresponds to the typical value
of the unit corridor construction cost for each type. According to the different “peak” coordinates in
Fig. 6, the typical corridor construction cost of green space is�262 thousand, traffic is�341 thousand,
residential is �395 thousand, public is �438 thousand, commercial is �527 thousand, and industry is
�601 thousand.

With the typical value of the corridor construction cost for different land plots, the quantitative
weights of each type in the mixed-land scenario are obtained by the analytic hierarchy process, and
the unit of typical corridor construction cost is �1000, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The quantitative weights and typical corridor construction cost for different land plots

Land types Green space Traffic Residential Public Commercial Industry

Weights 0.1022 0.1330 0.1541 0.1708 0.2055 0.2344
Typical corridor
construction cost
(�1000)

262 341 395 438 527 601

The side length of the raster grid is taken as 200 meters, and then the rectangle area of 32 ∗ 34
grids in the power supply unit is intercepted. According to Eq. (8), each grid is assigned to obtain
the corridor construction cost matrix for the whole area. Finally, the distribution map of corridor
construction cost in a mixed-land scenario is obtained.

As shown in Fig. 7, there are obvious differences in the corridor construction cost between
adjacent raster grids in the power supply unit. Therefore, in the next step of the cable loop network
path planning process, the search direction should be adjusted to connect to the next raster grid, so as
to obtain the optimal path.

Figure 7: The distribution map of corridor construction cost in a mixed-land scenario
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6.2 Result of Path Planning for Cable Loop Network Based on Improved ACO
In the power supply unit, there are 5 power stations and 23 switch stations. The voltage grades of

Fengyang Station, Fuzhou Station and Nanjing Station are 110 kV, and Henan Station and Ninghai
Station are 35 kV.

Since Nanjing Station, Fengyang Station and Ninghai Station are located at the boundary of the
power unit area, only half of the capacity is left to supply this unit. In addition, for 10 kV switch
stations, the power transmitted by each loop cannot exceed the maximum capacity, and only 4 switch
stations can be connected at most.

According to the improved ACO, the number of initial ants is set to 30, the dynamic pheromone
weight factor is expressed as λ (t) = 1 + e−t, the heuristic function factor β is 1, the pheromone
evaporation rate ρ is 0.1, and the weight of the search direction factor μ satisfies γ = 0.5. The
definition and initial values of parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Parameter definition and initial value

Parameter Definitions Value

– Number of ants 30
α Weighting factors of pheromone concentration 1
ε Real number 1
β Weighting factors of a heuristic function 1
ρ Pheromone volatilization rate 0.1
γ Weight of the search direction factor 0.5

Combined with material cost and corridor construction cost, aiming at the minimum annual
investment cost of construction, the planned cable loop network path is obtained after considering
all constraints. The result is shown in Fig. 8.

As shown in Fig. 8, the power supply unit has planned a total of 6 loops, and each loop is connected
with no more than 4 switch stations. For the 5 substations, Fuzhou Station supplies 4 loops, Henan
Station supplies 3 loops, Fengyang Station and Nanjing Station each supply 2 loops, and Ninghai
Station supplies 1 loop, which meets the capacity requirements.

In the process of 200 iterations, the annual investment cost of construction gradually converges.
Compared with the original ACO, the convergence process of the improved ACO is shown in Fig. 9.

It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the minimum annual investment cost obtained after the convergence
of the two algorithms is about �60 million. In the initial stage, the improved algorithm has a faster
convergence speed than the original algorithm, and the value of the objective function decreases
steadily. In the convergence stage, the fluctuation of the objective function value for the improved
algorithm is less, and the original algorithm is difficult to fully converge.

Therefore, the improved ACO has better path planning ability than the original algorithm, which
is manifested in faster convergence speed and more stable iterative results.
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Figure 8: Path planning result of cable loop network based on improved ACO

Figure 9: Comparison of improved ACO and original ACO

6.3 Results of Tie Line Planning for Cable Loop Network Based on GA
On the basis of the closed-loop design of the cable loop network, the inter-station lines of each

loop are digitally encoded. In order to meet the open-loop operation mode, only one inter-station line
is allowed to be a tie line. Besides, to ensure sufficient reserve capacity, a single substation can supply
up to 6 switch stations when the open-loop operation is specified.

Aiming at the minimum operating cost, the ACO algorithm is applied to obtain the planning result
of the tie line, as shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: Planning results of tie line based on ACO algorithm

As shown in Fig. 10, when the tie lines surrounded by dotted lines are open-loop, the operating
cost of the cable loop network is optimal, and the total investment also achieves the minimum cost.

According to the planning results, Fuzhou belongs to the central station and supplies power to 6
switch stations. Henan, Fengyang, Nanjing and Haining are border stations with fewer switch stations
to support. In short, the capacity of the above power stations and inter-station lines all meet the
requirements for safe operation, and the Haining Station has a large remaining capacity to meet the
needs of future load growth.

6.4 Work Limitations and Future Scope
6.4.1 The Limitations

The findings of this paper have to be seen in light of some limitations. Firstly, the limitation of the
power supply area. For the current pilot project, the area of the power supply unit in this paper is not
large enough. In the future, we can try to expand the scope of power supply, or divide the entire power
supply area into smaller grids to get a more accurate investment estimate. Secondly, the KDE method is
used to estimate the construction cost of different types of land, which can reflect the overall data rules
and find the typical value of the construction cost of each type of land, but the differences between
the same types of land cannot be reflected in detail. Although the actual total construction cost tends
to be the current result, there may be a small deviation. Thirdly, although the proposed method can
well solve the current cable path planning problem, it does not fully consider the future load changes,
the impact of distributed power generation and other factors, and the application scenarios are not
universal enough.
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6.4.2 The Future Scope

With the development of new power system and the application of intelligent power electronic
equipment, the operation characteristics of urban distribution networks will change to some extent.
For example, increased penetration of distributed power sources and access to renewable energy
sources will be important factors to consider in future grid planning. At the same time, with the
saturation of power grid construction, the future cable path planning model also needs to consider
the problem of easy expansion. Therefore, collaborative expansion planning considering new energy
injection will be the main research direction in the future. In addition, it will be optimized for more
application scenarios and technical methods to make it more universal and efficient.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, a refined path planning model of cable loop networks in mixed-land scenarios
is proposed, and the solution is achieved through a combination of heuristic algorithms. The main
conclusions are as follows:

1. Through the study of data samples, the corridor construction costs for different types of land
are classified and estimated, which effectively avoids the interference of subjective factors, and
helps to obtain a more accurate path planning result.

2. Based on the rasterization of land plots, the estimation of corridors construction cost for
different types of raster grids is realized, and the cost matrix of the global area is constructed,
which can make the comprehensive investment model more precise.

3. The ACO is improved from the aspects of the dynamic pheromone weight factor, search
direction factor and elite ant thought, which can significantly improve the convergence speed
and solution quality of the model.
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